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The Logarithmic Boundary Measure with 
an Application to Variational Integrals 
PETER LIND~IST 
1. INTR~DuC:TION 
Let .‘% c R”, t1 > 2, be a bounded domain. Suppose that J is any family 
of confinuous functions U: .F + R satisfying the following conditions: 
Every u E .F is monotone in the sense of Lebesgue. i1.1) 
Every u E .Y has n-summable first generalized partial derivatives 
&4/m, ).... Bu/P.u,, with uniformly bounded norms: (,1.2) 
<M< +cc for all 11 C F. 
The family Sl;i.~. i.e.. the family of .he restrictions to the 
boundary P f/ of all u E F. is equicontinuous. (1.3) 
For example. (1.3) is fulfilled, if cp: 2.f f + R is a continuous function and 
ulF6 = v, for all u E %. 
Next we state the problem to be investigated in this paper. What 
conditions should be imposed on ?6 to force the farnil) F to be 
equicontinuous in the whole closure .I i = c/ U 2.6 ? This is a question of the 
greatest importance to Hilbert’s 20th problem for variational integrals of the 
form 
I(u) = (_ F(x. u(x), Vu(x)) d,u 
.% 
(1.4) 
in “the borderline case” F(x. U, rr’) ,> / )%*1”. 
It is irtuitively clear that F is equicontinuous, if the boundary is 
“smooth.” It was shown by Morrey that the equicontinuity holds for every 
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Lipschitz domain 16. Theorem 4.3.41. This result was generalized by Martio 
to quasiconformally collared domains; cf. (41. The final solution of the 
problem was given in 1975 by Martio who, using the advanced theory of 
moduli of path families, extended the result to the case “M, = co for everv 
.K E ? 6 .- For this condition we refer directly to [S 1. 
In this paper we introduce a boundary condition related to the logarithmic 
boundary measure. ’ This condition is not as general as Martio’s theoretically 
excellent condition “M, = co” but has the advantage of being easy to verify 
for a given domain and of being elementary to prove. Moreover. any 
quasiconformally collared domain trivially satisfies our condition. 
Our main result is Theorem 2.2. or more precisely. its elementary proof in 
Section 4. The application to variational integral; in Section 5 is well known 
in this connexion. 
2. A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
Let us for s E PC define the set 
A,= (r>O(%.S nS”-‘(x.r)#QJ} P-1 ) 
of radii of spheres centered at x and intersecting the boundary 8.5 of .Z ; 
especially 0 E A,. The sets A, are closed. We have the following sufficient 
condition: 
2.2. THEOREM.' Suppose that the family .F satisfies conditions (l.l), 
(1.2). and (1.3). If the integral 
logA,= 1 
dr 
--=+a 
.,, r 
(2.3) 
direrges for each .Y E 3 6. then the family .F is equicontinuous in .F-. 
2.4. Remark. The condition log A, = rx is certainly fulfilled, if there is 
such a continuum Cc E’G that .K E C. 
We conclude this paragraph with a few interesting examples. 
2.5. EXAMPLE. Define.‘t=(?rER”IO<Ixl<lt\E,where 
’ The term “logarithmisches mass” is mentioned for (a special case of) this concept in R. 
Nevanlinna. “Eindeutige Analytische Funktionen.” p. 101. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1936. 
’ The proof is given in Section 4. 
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with 0 < cli < 1 (i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., ). For every x E 8.5. s + 0. log A, = GO. With 
respect to the origin 0 E 2’? integral (2.3) is 
1’ G= 2 log(1 +a;). 
. 5, i=l 
Thus log A, = co if and only if xt- , ai = co1 
The next example shows that the divergence of (2.3) is not quasiconfor- 
mally invariant. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let .F= (xER’/ 0 < 1x1 < l}\UE,Ei, where in polar 
cordinates 
and 1 > r, > r? > ... > 0. lim ri = 0. With respect to the origin A,, is the 
denumerable set ( 1, r, , r? ,..., ri ,..., O}, and so log A, = 0. From ‘the origin’s 
point of view” there is, however, enough boundary for the equicontinuity 
principle. This can be seen as follows. 
The auxiliary (quasiconformal) mapping 
f = (u,, u*), j-(x,. $I= (kx, , XJ (k> 1) 
maps any circle xf +x; = r2 into the corresponding ellipsis 
ut/k’r’ + uffr? = 1. For the set 
B,,= (P~oOJilf(.c)nS”~‘(O,p)f0} 
it is easily verified by direct calculation that log B, = co. 
If the family .i7 satisfies (1.1). (1.2). and (1.3). so does .Ff ’ = (PIP = 
uof-‘, u E. it}. According to Theorem 2.2 the family Ff- ’ is equicon 
tinuous infm. Then also the original family F is equicontinuous (in F). 
Indeed, the features of a more general principle related to auxiliary 
quasiconformal mappings are revealed in Example 2.6. However, we omit the 
details. 
3. SOME OSCILLATION INEQUALITIES 
A continuous function u: r + R is called monotone (in the sense of 
Lebesgue) if 
sup U(X) = sup U(X), inf 14(X) = inf u(x) 
TEIJ .XE?l) Ye,) \E?l) 
for every domain D c 6 
’ The condition ra, = co seems to be sharp in this example with optimally arranged 
boundary. 
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From now on we use the abbreviations 
B(x,r)=(4’ERn((x-yl<rt, 
S(x,r)=aB(x,r)= (yER”(lx-yJ=rt, r > 0, 
and 
osc(u, D) = sup u(x) - inf u(x). 
XED +ED 
If A is any set in R”, C(A) denotes the class of all continuous functions 
u: A + R. If D is any open set in R”, W;(D) denotes Sobolev’s space of all 
functions u: D + R with generalized first partial derivatives that are n- 
summable in D. (Especially, ..T c C(.%) n I+$(.%~).) 
The following basic estimate is credited to Gehring-Mostow. 
3.1. LEMMA (Gehring-Mostow). If a>0 and u E C(B(x, a))n 
WjB(x, a)), then the inequalif4 
osc”(u, S(x, r)) < Cr 1 ]Vu(“du (3.2) 
-S(+.r) 
is valid for a.e. radius r E (0, a); here C denotes a constant depending only 
on the dimension n and da is the (n - l)-measure on S(x, r). 
Proof. By approximations the lemma follows from the case when u has 
continuous first derivatives. This special case is trivial for n = 2, is proved 
for n = 3 by Gehring [ 1 ] and for general n 2 3 by Mostow [7]. See also 
[4, Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.31. 
3.3. COROLLARY. If fhefuncrion u E C(B(x, a)) n WA(B(x, a)), a > 0, is 
monotone. then 
osc”(u, B(x, 8)) log + < c \ /Vul”dm (3.4) 
-8Lr.a) 
for all 0 < 6 < a: the constant C depends only on n. 
Inequality (3.2) is not valid, if S(x, r) is replaced by any open connected 
set in S(x. r). In order to avoid this difficulty we are led to the use of certain 
caps. 
By a cap on the sphere S(x, r) we mean the intersection of S(x, r) and an 
open half space in R”. If p E R”, p # 0, and -1 <k < 1, then 
(3.5) 
is a cap on S(x, r). 
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The proof of the fcllowing slight generalization of Lemma 3.1 is as in 17 I. 
the only difference being in the choice of the sets of integration. We leaIre 
this copying of Mostow’s proof to the reader. 
3.6. LEMMA. Suppose that the function u is in C(B(x, a) n .4 ) n 
W~(B(x, a) n .% ), u ? 0. Then it is true for a.e. radius r E (0, II) rhat 
osc”(u,ilr)<Cr (_ ICu/“du 
. I>, 
(3.7) 
when Q, c S(x, r) n .G is a cap: here the constant C depends only on t1. 
Moreocer, if u is continuous in B(x, a) f’ .I 7. then the inequality is Llalid in 
the L!ersion 
osc”(u. fir) < Cr 1. 1 Ful” da. (3.7’) 
. a, 
3.8. REMARK. As we already pointed out, (3.7) is not valid with Q, 
replaced by any open connected set in S(x, r) n C, when n > 3. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
Suppose that the assumptions in Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Let x E .F. 
Given E > 0, we have to show that there is a 6, > 0 such that 
OSC(U, B(s. 6) n 7) < E (0 < 6 < 6,) 
simultaneously for all u E ,F. ~__ 
If x E .Y. we fix c1 > 0 so that B(x. a) c 6. By Corollary 3.3 and 
condition (1.2) 
osc”(u. B(x, 6)) lo&/b) < CM” (4.1) 
for every 0 < S < u and for all u E.7. This proves the equicontinuity at the 
interior point x. 
If x E a.!?, we fix a: = a, > 0 so small that 
OSC(U. B(x. U) n 2.5 ) < b-/2 (4.2) 
for all u E. F: this is possible by (1.3). Let 0 < 6 < a so that 
A,n (6, a) # D. Choose any r E A, n (6. a). By the monotony of !( E. iT 
there are such points 
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that 
24(x*) - 24(x,) =osc(u, B(x, r) n F). 
Using Lemma 3.6, in a way to be described more closely, we achieve the 
estimate 
osc(u, B(x, r) n F) < osc(u, B(x, r ) n a-9 ) 
+2 Cr’ 
I J 
lVul”da 
.sh,rmv I 
1/n (4.3) 
The case x, , x2 E B(x, r) n a.Y is evident. If xi E S(x, r) n F, i = 1, or 2, 
then we can, since S(x, r) n a.‘F is closed, choose the auxiliary point(s) 
yi E S(x, r) n ~3.v so that 
Ixi -Yil = ,,,,$F) M% Ixi -Y I > O* 
Then the cap(s) 
r* + (Xi - X)( Yi - x, 
r2(Xi+Y*-hl 
c S(X, r) n g 
and yi E Ki (if xi +4ri = 2x, we simply mean Ki = S(X, r) A g\{ -Vi})* 
According to Lemma 3.6 we have 
Iu(xi)- u(Yi)l” Q CrJK, Ivul” da* 
Thus (4.3) follows from this estimate by the aid of the triangle inequality. 
Now we continue from (4.3) written in the form 
OSC(U, B(x, 6) n .%) < OSC(U, B(x, CZ) n a.E”) 
+2 Cr’ 
I J 
IVul”du 
SLK.W@ I 
IIn (4.4) 
valid for a.e. r E A, n (6, a). If osc(u, B(x, 6) n p) Q osc(u, B(x, a) n a.Y) 
(<c/2 by (4.2)), there is nothing to prove; in the opposite case an integration 
of (4.4) with respect o r yields the estimate 
[OSC(U, B(x, 6) n F) - OSC(U, B(x, a) n aF)]n I, ~,6 a) $ 
x - 
< 2°C . 
J 
1 Vu In da < 2”CM”, (4.5) 
BU,O)nF 
409/94;2-4 
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where (1.3) has been utilized. Thus we can by (2.3) fix a 6, > 0 such that 
osc(u,B(x.6)n.Z)-osc(u.B(,~,cr)nP.f;) <e/2 (4.6) 
for all u ELF simultaneously, when 0 < 6 < 6,. To be more explicit. we have 
fixed 6, > 0 so that 
! 
dr 4M” 
->- 
4.p1(6E.a) r & c. 
Combining (4.6) and (4.2) we finally obtain the desired estimate 
OSC(U,B(X,~)~F)< 42 + c/2=.5 (0 < S < 6,) 
for all u E .F simultaneously. This proves the equicontinuity at the boundary 
point x. 
5. VARIATIONAL INTEGRALS 
The application to variational integrals to be given in this chapter is 
actually contained in [3-61. 
Let .% c R” be a bounded4 domain satisfying the condition 
(5.1) 
at every boundary point x E a.%~, A, being the set of radii defined in (2. I). 
We consider the variational integral 
Z(u) = i F(X, U(X), Vu@)) dx, 
-s= 
where the integrand F: .% x R x R” -+ R is assumed to have the following 
properties: 
Measurability. Given E > 0, there is a compact set K,c .% with 
Lebesgue measure m(K,) > m(.??) - E such that the restriction of 
F to K, x R x R” is continuous. (5.3) 
Convexity. The mapping x w F(x, u, w) is convex for a.e. 
xE.% and for all uER”. (5.4 1 
’ The boundedness of the domain has played no essential role in the previous chapters. but 
now this property is needed to establish uniform equicontinuity. 
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Growth condition. There exist a constant v > 0 and a function 
f E L’(F) such that (5.5) 
qx, u, w) > v 1 win -Ax) 
for a.e. x E .% and for all (u, h)) E R x R”. 
There is a function fi E C(p) n IV:(F) such that 
qx, u, w) > 0 = F(x, 24, V/3(x)) 
for a.e. x E F and for all (u, w) E R x R”. (5.6) 
5.7. Remark. If the growth condition is valid in the stronger form 
F(x, U, w) > v 1 I.v\~ -f(x) with some exponent p > n, then it is sufficient to 
assume only that 
1 dr ---z +a .A, r-P--n+’ 
instead of (5.1). Condition (5.6) is specific to the “borderline case” p = n (if 
the exponent p < n, it is not known whether I(U) has extremals, continuous at 
least in .%‘). 
Given a continuous function p in C(p) A WA(F), we consider the 
problem of minimizing the integral I(U) in the class 
.F= (u E C(F)fT WpyuI a.!? = (DlaF}. (5.8) 
A priori .F # 0, since 9 E X. 
The crucial point in existence theorem 5.9 is the requirement hat the 
extremal is continuous in .%. 
5.9. THEOREM. Suppose that conditions (5.1) and (5.3)-(5.6) are 
satisfied. Then there is a function ii E .F such that 
for every u E ,F. Moreover, ii can be chosen so that U -/I is monotone. 
Proof: We may assume that 
z = ;:“f, Z(u) < +a. 
There are functions u,, u2, u3 ,..., in .F such that 
z = /$ Z(u,), Z(Ui) < Z + 1 (i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., ). 
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Using condition (5.6) we can by a method of Lebesgue 121 construct from 
the functions ui -/I monotone functions zii -/I such that 
jc / V(k, - /?)I” dm < 1 ) V(u, - /?)I” dm; 
-c 
see also [6, pp. 109-l 1 I]. Obviously, 
1: IV(Ui -@I” dm < 2” 1 JVCil” dm + 2” 1 jVp\” dm 
d e -6 . G 
i.e., the norms 11 V(Ui - p)IIL;cv,, i = I, 2, 3 ,..., are uniformly bounded. 
According to Theorem 2.2 the family (U, - /3, Uz - j3. zij - /I,..., } is 
equicontinuous in .F. Since .@ Y is compact, this family is uniformly equicon- 
tinuous in .!?. By Ascoli’s theorem there are indices i, < i2 < i, < ... and a 
function k-p such that lim(C,, - 0) = U - /3 uniformly in .F. Therefore 
U E C(.F) and E1a.F = ylJaF. The statement that U - p is monotone is clear. 
To prove that U actually is an extremal, we note that 
j6 lVUiln dm < ” ’ ‘(lj”““’ (i = 1. 2. 3 ,..., ). 
According to the lower semicontinuity theorem [8. Theorem 1.2. or 9, 
Theorem 131 U E We. and so E E .Y. The same theorem also yields 
Z(ii) ,< !i& I&) < lim Z(Uii) = I; 
j-c2 j+cc 
in this connexion the convexity (5.4) is essential. On the other hand Z(U) > I, 
since U E .F. Thus U is an extremal, and so the theorem is proved. 
5.10. Remark. Nota bene that nothing is assumed about an eventual 
existence of the partial derivatives F&Y, u. w). F ,,,, (x, u, W) ,..., F ,,,,, (x, u, W) or 
of Euler’s equation 
u(x), VU(X)) q(s) + ;- F,Jx. u(x), Vu(x), rl,;(x) dx = 0 
,r, 1 
for all q E C(.$ ) n W:( G ) with compact support in .G. 
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